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5$1,/85&'1?! @0,*! 081! ,8! ',/%58A5(0$-,$B! 2,*&',! 3/%+,$! 45%*01%10C! +,,0+$,1! 80$-B! 5#! 0$! %*+)/01'#08&',!
D5&'#%8&'0$,$! #01! ,0$+,E5$-,$! 2,/-,$! A5! FG$$,$?! H8! 81,**1,! 80&'! '0,/E,0! -0,! 3/%+,B! )E! 80&'! %58! -,/!
>5%*0161! -,/! :$12)/1,$! IJ&F8&'*J88,! %5(! -0,! >5%*0161! -,/! 3/%+,$! A0,',$! *%88,$?! ! K0,/(J/! 25/-,! ,0$!
:$12)/1,$9L/01,/0,$F%1%*)+!,$120&F,*1B!-,/!,0$,!85EM,F10C,!.,2,/15$+!-,/!:$12)/1,$!A5*0,N?!:$8&'*0,N,$-!
25/-,$! -0,! -%A5+,'G/0+,$! 3/%+,$! 0#! K0$E*0&F! %5(! 0$'%*1*0&',! 5$-! ()/#%*,! L/01,/0,$! E,*,5&'1,1?! ;%E,0!
25/-,$! %5N,/-,#! ,0$,! L%1,+)/080,/5$+! $%&'! 3/%+,%/1! 5$-! ,0$,! O,/1,0*5$+! -,/! 3/%+,$! $%&'!
P',#,$+,E0,1,$! C)/+,$)##,$?! L)//,*%10)$,$! A208&',$!:$12)/19! 5$-! 3/%+,45%*0161! F)$$1,$! (,81+,81,**1!









;,/! H/()*+! C)$! <=&)8! 0>! '6$+1! 80&',/*0&'! A5! +/)N,$! P,0*,$! %5&'! -%C)$! %EB! 20,!




0$! %$-,/,! D5&'()/#,$?! V0/-! %*8)! -0,! 3/%+,! +,81,**1B! 20,! 3/%+,9:$12)/19;0,$81,!
%*+)/01'#08&',! D5&',$! ,/+6$A,$! FG$$,$B! F)##1! #%$! 0#! $6&'81,$! D&'/011! A5! -,/!
3/%+,B! 2,*&',! :$12)/1,$! 5$-! -%A5+,'G/0+,! 3/%+,$! +51! +,$5+! 80$-B! ,0$,!
%*+)/01'#08&',!D5&',!A5!,/+6$A,$B!5$-!20,!-0,8,!+51,$!3/%+,9:$12)/197%%/,!%58!-,/!
U%88,!-,/!;%1,$!A5!,W1/%'0,/,$!80$-?!
;,/! :$8%1A! -0,8,8! .,01/%+,8! 081! -%E,0! ()*+,$-,/X! V,$$! ,0$! Y8,/! 0$! ,0$,/!
F*%8808&',$!D5&',!,0$,!3/%+,!()/#5*0,/1!Z0$!-0,8,#!@58%##,$'%$+!20/-!-0,!H0$+%E,!
,0$,8! ,0$A,*$,$!D5&'E,+/0((,8! ,E,$(%**8! %*8! 81%/F! C,/FJ/A1,! 3/%+,! %$+,8,',$[B! 8)! 081!




;0,$81,$! ,/81#%*! $5/! -%$$! #G+*0&'B! 2,$$! #%$! -0,! Q%88,$-,$! :$12)/1,$! A5! -,/!
D5&'%$(/%+,! %5&'! (0$-,$! F%$$?! K0,/A5! 26/,! ,8! 80$$C)**B! $%&'! \E,/,0$810##5$+,$!
A208&',$!-,/!+,8%#1,$!D5&'%$(/%+,!-,8!Y8,/8!5$-!-,$!3/%+,$!0$$,/'%*E!C)$!<=&)8!
0>!A5!85&',$!9!5$-!$0&'1!$%&'!,0$,#!E,810##1,$!D10&'2)/1! 0$$,/'%*E!-,/!+,8%#1,$!




,/26'$1! M%! $5/! 45%*01%10C! ')&'2,/10+,! :$12)/1,$! 2,01,/',*(,$! 5$-! #%$! C)$! -,/!
:58+,81%*15$+!-,/!3/%+,!%5(!-0,!>5%*0161!-,/!:$12)/1,$!8&'*0,N,$!FG$$,$!#J881,?!
V,01,/'0$! #J881,! %5&'! -0,! 3/%+,! 8,*E81! 45%*01%10C! ')&'2,/10+! ()/#5*0,/1! 8,0$B!
-%#01!80,!A5#!.,08Q0,*!C)#!D5&',$-,$!%5&'!-0/,F1!%*8!C,/816$-*0&',B!$J1A*0&',!3/%+,!
0-,$10(0A0,/1!2,/-,$!F%$$?!
@0,*! -0,8,8! .,01/%+,8! 081! ,8! -%',/B! @58%##,$'6$+,! A208&',$! -,/! >5%*0161! -,/!
3/%+,$! 5$-! -,/! >5%*0161! -,/! A5+,'G/0+,$! :$12)/1,$! %5(A5A,0+,$! 5$-! L/01,/0,$! A5!
,$120&F,*$B! $%&'! -,$,$! +51,! 3/%+,$B! %*8)! +51! ()/#5*0,/1,! 3/%+,$! #01! 45%*01%10C!
')&'2,/10+,$!:$12)/1,$B!C)$!-,$!$0&'1!+,,0+$,1,$!3/%+,$!8,Q%/0,/1!2,/-,$!FG$$,$?!
:5N,/-,#! 8)**,$! %$'%$-! -0,8,/! L/01,/0,$! O)/8&'*6+,! ,$120&F,*1! 2,/-,$B! 20,! ,0$,!








•! @5/! H0$E0$-5$+! 0$! %$-,/,! D5&'()/#,$! ,0+$,$! 80&'! $5/! 3/%+,$! #01! +51,$! 5$-!
/0&'10+,$!:$12)/1,$?!




•! H8! E,81,'1! ,0$,! L)//,*%10)$! A208&',$! ()/#%*,$! 5$-! 0$'%*1*0&',$!U,/F#%*,$! -,/!
3/%+,!%5(!-,/!,0$,$!D,01,!5$-!-,/!>5%*0161!0'/,/!:$12)/1,$!%5(!-,/!%$-,/,$!D,01,?!






;0,! C)/*0,+,$-,$! H/+,E$088,! 81J1A,$! 80&'! 0#! V,8,$1*0&',$! %5(! ,0$,! 81%108108&',!
:$%*=8,! -,/! C,/(J+E%/,$! ;%1,$E%808B! -%8! ',0N1! %5(! ,0$,! :$%*=8,! ,0$,/! E,810##1,$!










-,/! :582%'*! -,/! D10&'Q/)E,! %**,! C)$! -,/! :/E,018+/5QQ,! d:$%*=8,! -,/! :$12)/19
>5%*0161e! -,(0$0,/1,$! P',#,$+,E0,1,! ,0$0+,/#%N,$! +*,0&'#6N0+! %E+,-,&F1! 25/-,$!
ZC+*?! :EE?! ^?f[?! H0$,! +,$%5,! .,8&'/,0E5$+! -0,8,/! P',#,$+,E0,1,! (0$-,1! 80&'! 0#!












g%&'! :582%'*! -,/! 3/%+,$! 25/-,$! -0,8,! $%&'! 0'/,/! :/1! F%1,+)/080,/1?! .,0! -,/!
H0$1,0*5$+! *%+! -0,! :$$%'#,! A5! S/5$-,B! ,0$,! E,810##1,! 3/%+,%/1! 2J/-,!









:*8! 3%F1,$(/%+,$! 25/-,$! %**,! 3/%+,$! -,(0$0,/1B! %5(! -0,! ,8! %5(! M,-,$! 3%**! ,0$,!
,0$-,510+!/0&'10+,!:$12)/1!+,E,$!#588B!-0,!0$!-,/!I,+,*!%5&'!$%&'Q/J(E%/!081?!!




+,E,$! F%$$?! ;0,! 3/%+,$! ,/*%5E,$! %*8! :$12)/1! ,0$,! 85EM,F10C,! H0$8&'61A5$+! 5$-!
+,E,$!'65(0+!-0,!UG+*0&'F,01!A5/!;08F5880)$?!!




P0QQ8! (J/! -,$! :**1%+! C,/*%$+,$?! hE! -0,! :$12)/1,$! %5(! 8)*&',! 3/%+,$! 20/F*0&'!
80$$C)**!!80$-!5$-!-,#!!3/%+,81,**,/! ',*(,$B! 081! #,081! )'$,! ,$18Q/,&',$-,$!
7/%W081,81!$0&'1!-0/,F1!,/F,$$E%/?!









H/+,E$088,$! -,/! :/E,018+/5QQ,! d:$%*=8,! -,/! :$12)/19>5%*0161eB! 5$1,/8&',0-,1! -0,!
g0&'193%F1,$(/%+,$!%E,/!$)&'!-0((,/,$A0,/1,/?!
Y#! ,0$! #G+*0&'81! 5$C,/(6*8&'1,8! .0*-! -,/! 45%$101%10C,$! O,/1,0*5$+! -,/!






















-,/! F*,0$,/,$! D10&'Q/)E,! JE,/,0$! ZC+*?! :EE?! ^?b[?! 3J/! -0,! 2,01,/,$! :$%*=8,8&'/011,!








-%88! ,8! -,$! 3/%+,$-,$! C)/! %**,#! 5#! ,0$,! F)$F/,1,! 3/%+,81,**5$+! +,'1?! :5&'! -,/!
+/)N,! :$1,0*! -,/! <,E,$8(/%+,$B! -0,! #,081! $%&'! ,0$,#! P0QQ! A5/! <G85$+! ,0$,8!
E,810##1,$!7/)E*,#8!85&',$B!E,81610+1!-0,8,$!D&'*588?!hE2)'*!+,/%-,!-,/!:$1,0*!-,/!
U,0$5$+8(/%+,$! E,0! 85EM,F10C,/! .,1/%&'15$+! #%$&'#%*! 'G',/! ,/8&',0$1B! -0,$1! -0,!





D,1A1! #%$! -0,! :/1! -,/! 3/%+,! 0$! :E'6$+0+F,01! A5! -,$! C,/8&'0,-,$,$!
P',#,$+,E0,1,$B! 8)! ,/+0E1! 80&'! -0,! 5$1,$! 81,',$-,!O,/1,0*5$+! ZC+*?!:EE?! ^?`[?!;%8!
H/+,E$08!081!2,$0+!JE,//%8&',$-B!-%!-,/!:$1,0*!-,/!3%F1,$(/%+,$!0$!P',#,$+,E0,1,$B!
0$!-,$,$! ,',/! ,0$,!U,0$5$+!%*8!3%&'2088,$!+,(/%+1! 081! ZA?.?! d<0,E,!i!.,A0,'5$+eB!
dS,8,**8&'%(1eB!dU580Fe[B!-,51*0&'!$0,-/0+,/! 081!%*8! 0$!%$-,/,$!.,/,0&',$?!O)/!%**,#!
1,&'$08&',! P',#,$! 20,! dP,&'$0F! i! 7Te! 2,08,$! ,0$,$! 8,'/! ')',$! :$1,0*! %$!
3%F1,$(/%+,$! %5(?!;%+,+,$! (6**1! -,/!.,/,0&'! dV088,$8&'%(1,$eB! -,#!#%$! ,0+,$1*0&'!
























25/-,! M,-,#! >5%*01618F/01,/05#! ,0$! E,810##1,/! 75$F1,2,/1! A5+,20,8,$B! -,/! -0,!
I,*,C%$A!-,8!U,/F#%*,8!(J/!-0,!>5%*0161!-,/!3/%+,!20,-,/8Q0,+,*1?!!
•! 1&2&#%()*!3&#!4)%2/#%&)!!





,0$! L/01,/0,$F%1%*)+! ,$120&F,*1B! -,/! -0,! L%1,+)/080,/5$+! ,0$,/! 3/%+,! $%&'!
E,810##1,$!U,/F#%*,$!,/*%5E1?!
•! 455+'3&)!A/)!B($.88&);=)*&)!!
:*8! A,$1/%*,/! P,0*! -,/! :/E,01! 25/-,! 0#! :$8&'*588! C,/85&'1B! @58%##,$'6$+,!
A208&',$! ,0$A,*$,$! 3/%+,9L/01,/0,$! 5$-! -,/! >5%*0161! -,/! :$12)/1,$! %EA5E0*-,$B!
5#! 8)! -0,! (J/! ,0$,! +51,! 3/%+,! %588&'*%++,E,$-,$! U,/F#%*,! A5! ,W1/%'0,/,$?!











"#! O)/(,*-! #5881,! A5$6&'81! +,F*6/1! 2,/-,$B! 2%8! ,0$,! 45%*01%10C! +51,! :$12)/1! 081?!
;%(J/! 25/-,$! -0,! H/+,E$088,! -,/! :/E,018+/5QQ,! A5/! :$%*=8,! -,/! :$12)/19>5%*0161!
',/%$+,A)+,$?! .,0! -,/! :$%*=8,! -,/! :$12)/1,$! '%1! 80&'! ',/%58F/081%**080,/1B! 2,*&',!














•! ;0,!:$12)/1!25/-,!#01!P)Q!C)#!3/%+,81,**,/! E,2,/1,1B! 80,!E,0$'%*1,1! A5861A*0&'!
,0$,$! ! 2,01,/(J'/,$-,$! ! <0$F?! @5-,#! '%1! -,/! :$12)/1+,E,/! 0$! 8,0$,#! ,0+,$,$!
P',#,$+,E0,1!+,%$12)/1,1?!
•! ;0,!:$12)/1!25/-,!C)#!3/%+,81,**,/!%*8!'0*(/,0&'!E,2,/1,1X!;0,!:$12)/1!A,0&'$,1!




:$12)/1+,E,/B! -0,! ,0$,! 45%*01%10C! +51,! :$12)/1! +,+,E,$! '%11,$?! ;0,8,/!
@58%##,$'%$+! 20/-! 0#! 3)*+,$-,$! M,-)&'! $0&'1! E,/J&F80&'10+1B! -%! -%8! H/+,E$08!
C,/-,51*0&'1B! -%88! ,0$! dH0$81,0+,/e! 45%*01%10C! E,88,/,! :$12)/1,$! +0E1! %*8!
E,08Q0,*82,08,!,0$!dH0$81,0$e!)-,/!d.%&',*)/e?!;,/!Y#F,'/8&'*588!#588!-,#A5()*+,!








2,*&',! >5%*01618#,/F#%*,! ,0$,/! +51,$! :$12)/1! A5+,)/-$,1! 2,/-,$! FG$$,$?! ;0,!
:/E,018+/5QQ,! 5$1,/85&'1,! M,-)&'! -0,! >5%*0161! -,/! :$12)/1,$! %588&'*0,N*0&'! 0#!
K0$E*0&F!%5(!-0,!Y8,/9.,2,/15$+?!H8!081!%E,/!-%C)$!%58A5+,',$B!-%88!$0&'1!%**,!Y8,/!
-0,!I0&'10+F,01! -,/!:$12)/1,$! A5! 0'/,/!+,81,**1,$!3/%+,!JE,/Q/J(,$?!;,8'%*E!#5881,!
,0$,!U,1')-,!,$120&F,*1!2,/-,$B!5#!-0,!>5%*0161!-,/!:$12)/1,$!85EM,F10C!E,2,/1,$!
A5!FG$$,$?!




85EM,F10C! E,5/1,0*1!#,'/! )-,/!2,$0+,/! 75$F1,! A5+,1,0*1?!g%&'()*+,$-!20/-! A5$6&'81!



























































































































































































\BU! C-(! M(L(*./#,! )(*! "#.L0*.(#! #$3=! )(#! 4/$%-.Z.'_*-.(*-(#! $#=$#)! )('!!
5/#_.('&'.(@'!
;0,! .,5/1,0*5$+! -,/! >5%*0161! -,/! :$12)/1,$! ,/()*+1,! 85EM,F10C! $%&'! ,0$,#!
,$120&F,*1,$! 75$F1,8=81,#?! ;0,! ,0$A,*$,$! >5%*01618F/01,/0,$B! -0,! E,A)+,$! %5(! -%8!
75$F1,8=81,#! E,2,/1,1!25/-,$B!2,/-,$! $%&'()*+,$-! $)&'! ,0$#%*! %5(+,(J'/1?!g0&'1!



















K0,/! 8)**1,! JE,/Q/J(1! 2,/-,$B! )E! -0,! :$12)/1! (J/! -,$! 3/%+,81,**,/! '0*(/,0&'! 081B!
2,$$! ,8! 80&'! 5#! ,0$,! H/(%'/5$+89! )-,/! <,E,$8(/%+,! '%$-,*1?! <%+! ,0$,! 3%F1,$(/%+,!
C)/B!8)**1,!-0,!I0&'10+F,01!#011,*8!I,&',/&',!E,5/1,0*1!2,/-,$?!!
.,0! %**,$! 3/%+,%/1,$! 25/-,! A5-,#! E,5/1,0*1B! )E! ,0$,! 8Q/%&'*0&'! C,/816$-*0&',!
3)/#5*0,/5$+! -,/! :$12)/1! C)/*%+?! >5%*01%10C! 2%/! -0,! :$12)/1! %5&'! E,0! %**,$!
3/%+,%/1,$! 'G',/! A5! E,2,/1,$B! 2,$$! -0,! :$12)/1! ,0$,! H/F*6/5$+! ,$1'0,*1! )-,/!
%58/,0&',$-!E,+/J$-,1!25/-,?!!




S,/%-,! E,0! 3%F1,$(/%+,$! $0##1! -0,! /0&'10+,! .,%$12)/15$+! -,/! 3/%+,! ,0$,$!
E,8)$-,/8!+/)N,$!D1,**,$2,/1!,0$B!2,$$!-%C)$!%58A5+,',$! 081B!-%88!-0,8,!3/%+,!%5(!
-,/! <=&)89D5&',! A5FJ$(10+! #01! ,0$+,E5$-,$! 2,/-,$! 8)**?!V%/! -0,! :$12)/1! (%*8&'B!
25/-,$!-%',/!F,0$,!75$F1,!C,/+,E,$?!
.,0! <,E,$89! )-,/! H/(%'/5$+8(/%+,$! 25/-,! -0,! >5%*0161! -,/! :$12)/1! -%$%&'!















;,8! V,01,/,$! 2%/! -0,! :$12)/1! 45%*01%10C! 'G',/B! 2,$$! -,/! :$12)/1+,E,/! -0,!
.,%$12)/15$+!8,*E81!()/#5*0,/1!'%1!5$-!-0,8,!$0&'1!$5/!-5/&'!,0$,$!%$+,+,E,$,$!<0$F!
0$-0/,F1!+,+,E,$!25/-,?!!
V0,! -0,! :$12)/19:/E,018+/5QQ,! E,*,+1! '%1B! 20/-! ,0$,! +51,! :$12)/1! %5&'! -5/&'!
,0$,$!2,01,/(J'/,$-,$!<0$F!5$1,/81J1A1?!:58!-0,8,#!S/5$-!25/-,$!-0,!%$+,+,E,$,$!
<0$F8! -,/!:$12)/1+,E,/! %5(! 0'/,! I0&'10+F,01! F)$1/)**0,/1! EA2?! E,*,5&'1,1B! 0$20,(,/$!
-0,8,! -0,! :$12)/1! '0*(/,0&'! 5$1,/81J1A,$?! V%/! -%8! -,/! 3%**B! F)$$1,! -0,! :$12)/1!
A5861A*0&',!75$F1,!,/'%*1,$!Z80,',!>5%*01618F/01,/05#!g/?!][?!































H0$,! :$12)/1! E,81,'1! %58! ,0$,#! 3*0,N1,W1B! 2,$$! 80,! %58! #,'/! %*8! ,0$,#!V)/1!




















;0,8,8! L/01,/05#! 8)**1,! -,/! 5$1,/! 75$F1! f! C)/+,$)##,$,$! 85EM,F10C,$!
.,5/1,0*5$+!,$1+,+,$81,',$?!j,-)&'! 081!-0,!#%W0#%*,!75$F1%$A%'*!+,/0$+,/!%*8!5$1,/!
75$F1!f?!;,$$B!20,!E,/,018!%$+,#,/F1!25/-,B!2%/!,0$,!-5/&'!-,$!3/%+,81,**,/!%*8!P)Q!























V,$$! ,0$,! :$12)/1! C)$! %$-,/,$! Y8,/$! %*8! d+51e! E,2,/1,1! 25/-,B! 081! -%C)$!












.,0! -0,8,#! L/01,/05#! 25/-,! -0,! O,/*688*0&'F,01! -,/! E08',/0+,$! '0*(/,0&',$!






@2%/! 2,/-,$! E,0! -0,8,/! .,Q5$F15$+! -0,! C,/+%$+,$,$! +,+,E,$,$! :$12)/1,$!
E,5/1,0*1B! %E,/! #01! -0,8,/! A5861A*0&',$! 75$F1,C,/+%E,! -0((,/,$A0,/1! 80&'! ',/%58B! 0$!
2,*&',#!P',#,$+,E0,1!E,8)$-,/,8!C0,*,!/0&'10+,!:$12)/1,$!E08',/!+,+,E,$!25/-,$?!
!!!







V0,! -0,!:$12)/19:/E,018+/5QQ,! E,0! -,/!:$%*=8,! -,/!:$12)/1,$! ',/%58+,(5$-,$!
'%1B!80$-!:$12)/1,$!C)$!'G',/,/!>5%*0161B!2,$$!-,/!:$12)/1+,E,/!%58!8,0$,#!,0+,$,$!
P',#,$+,E0,1! +,%$12)/1,1! '%1B! -,$$! -0,! .,%$12)/15$+! 0#! ,0+,$,$! P',#,$+,E0,1!



























%$-,/,$! 36**,$! F%#! -0,! ,/81,! /0&'10+,! :$12)/1! %E,/! ,/81! $%&'! #,'/,/,$! D15$-,$?!
:5N,/-,#! #588! '0,/E,0! E,/J&F80&'10+1! 2,/-,$B! -%88! -,#! :$12)/1+,E,/! %5&'! -0,!















































#G+*0&',/2,08,! IJ&F8&'*J88,! %5(! -0,! >5%*0161! -,/! :$12)/1,$! ,/+,E,$?! @5! -0,8,#!
@2,&F!2%/!,8!,/()/-,/*0&'B!-0,!]`a!3/%+,$B!-0,!A5!-,$!E,/,018!E,2,/1,1,$!:$12)/1,$!
+,'G/1,$B!$6',/!A5!E,1/%&'1,$!5$-!A5!%$%*=80,/,$?!!
3J/! -0,! 8=81,#%108&',! Y$1,/85&'5$+! -,/! 3/%+,$! 2%/! ,8! $)12,$-0+B! 80&'! C)/%E!
L/01,/0,$! A5! JE,/*,+,$B! #01! -,/,$! K0*(,! ,8! 1',)/,108&'! #G+*0&'! 8,0$! FG$$1,B! -0,!
>5%*0161! ,0$,/! 3/%+,! A5! E,5/1,0*1,$?! ;%E,0! *%+! E,0! -,$! #,081,$! L/01,/0,$! ,0$,!
K=Q)1',8,! A5! S/5$-,B! 20,! 80&'! -%8! +,26'*1,! L/01,/05#! %5(! -0,! >5%*0161! -,/!












j,-,! 3/%+,! 25/-,! %5(! D&'26&',$! 0$! -,/! I,&'18&'/,0E5$+! 5$1,/85&'1?! ;0,!
Y$1,/85&'5$+! *0,N! $5/! A2,0! .,2,/15$+,$! A5X! dS51e! E,-,51,1,B! -%8! L/01,/05#!
25/-,!E,%&'1,1B!dD&'*,&'1e!A,0+1,B!-%8!L/01,/05#!25/-,!$0&'1!,/(J**1?!
•! H(#3&!3+&!I#.88.%+-!5&.:;%&%G!
j,-,! 3/%+,$! 25/-,! %5(! D&'26&',$! 0$! -,/! S/%##%10F! 5$1,/85&'1?! ;0,!






;,/! :5(E%5! -,/! 3/%+,81,**5$+! 25/-,! 8,Q%/%1! 5$1,/85&'1?! ;%E,0! 8)**1,!
',/%58+,(5$-,$! 2,/-,$B! )E! ,0$,! 3/%+,! %*8! 8)*&',! /0&'10+! ()/#5*0,/1! 25/-,?! H8!
,/8&'0,$!20&'10+B!%$'%$-!-,/!D%1A81,**5$+!8)()/1!,/F,$$,$!A5!FG$$,$B!-%88!,8!80&'!
5#! ,0$,! F)$F/,1,! 3/%+,! '%$-,*1?! ;%8! L/01,/05#! *0,N! $5/! A2,0! .,2,/15$+,$! A5X!
dS51e!E,-,51,1,B! -%8!L/01,/05#!25/-,!E,%&'1,1B! dD&'*,&'1e! A,0+1,B! -%8!L/01,/05#!
25/-,!$0&'1!,/(J**1?!


























)-,/! %58! ,0$,/! 3%&'8Q/%&',! JE,/$)##,$! 25/-,$! 5$-! -,/,$! .,-,515$+! 0#!
:**+,#,0$,$! $5/! 8&'2,/! ,/(%881! 2,/-,$! F%$$?! Y#!O,/816$-$08! (J/! -0,! 3/%+,! A5!
,/*%$+,$B! #588! ,0$! :$12)/1,$-,/! -0,! 3/,#-9! 5$-! 3%&'2G/1,/! F,$$,$! )-,/! -0,!
.,-,515$+! -,8! 8Q,A0(08&',$! .,+/0((,8! $%&'8&'*%+,$?! H8! *%+! -0,! :$$%'#,! A5!
S/5$-,B!M,!2,$0+,/!-0,!3/%+,!-5/&'!,0$,!d8&'2,/,e!DQ/%&',!%**+,#,0$!C,/816$-*0&'!
081B!-,81)!8&'*,&'1,/!FG$$1,$!%5&'!-0,!:$12)/1,$!%58(%**,$?!!




%$0#0,/1B! )E2)'*! -%C)$! %58A5+,',$! 081B! -%88! -,/! 3/%+,81,**,/! ,0+,$1*0&'! #,'/!
"$()/#%10)$,$! 2J$8&'1?! ;0,! :$12)/1,$! FG$$1,$! -%$$! %58! ,0$,#!V)/1! E,81,',$!





H8! 25/-,! 5$1,/85&'1B! )E! -0,! 3/%+,! *)+08&'! C,/816$-*0&'! ()/#5*0,/1! 25/-,?! :*8!







!"#$%#"&"( 5I0( "#,"(>,&*+#$86"(T02+"'(;#</( "$()"#6,286/",(VZVZ(386,""1()2$( #$/(
-"0(42/6"42/#$86"()"0/(-"$(;*//"$1(
•! 6#/A/0+&#%!3+&!@#.*&!0(!&+)&#!()C.$$&)3&)!4)%2/#%G!











S,*,+,$',01! +%EB! L*08&',,8! A5! E,81610+,$! )-,/! P%18%&',$! C)/%588,1A1,B! -0,! $0&'1!
C)/%58A58,1A,$!2%/,$?!
!"#$%#"&"( 5I0( %0*S*K2/#S"( T02+",'( )20>4( $#,+",( 386:209"( <"$$"0( 2&$( 2&&"(
2,-"0",1()20>4($#,-(38#",/*&*+",(+"5X60&#861()#"$*(4I$$",($#86(J>$&#42$(>,/"0(
"#,"4(A*%5/>86(S"0$/"8K",1(
•! H+#3! 3+&! 4($>?;#()*$5/L! >?#! 2&+%&#&! "#-'=#()*&)! 0(#! @#.*&! *&)(%0%G!
H8!25/-,!5$1,/85&'1B!)E!-0,!3/%+,!0#!%$8&'*0,N,$-,$!@58%1A(,*-!$6',/!E,8&'/0,E,$!




















C)/%588,1A1?! D)*&',! 3/%+,$! FG$$,$! C)$! C0,*,$! 7,/8)$,$! %58! 0'/,#! %**+,#,0$,$!
L,$$1$0881%$-! ',/%58! )-,/! %E,/! -5/&'! ,0$,! 8&'$,**,! 5$-! ,0$(%&',! I,&',/&',!
E,%$12)/1,1!2,/-,$?!
!"#$%#"&( 5I0( "#,"( T02+"L( -"0",( !"2,/:*0/>,+( M&&+"4"#,:#$$",( <",p/#+/'(
)*($/"6/(-2$(O4%#0"(3/2/"(!>#&-#,+1(
•! ,.))! )(#! &+)! 4)%2/#%&)3&#! 3+&! @#.*&! 5&.)%2/#%&)M! 3&#! 8+)3&$%&)$! ?5&#!
@.:;2+$$&)!A&#>?*%G(
H8!25/-,!5$1,/85&'1B!)E!-0,!+51,!.,%$12)/15$+!-,/!3/%+,!3%&'2088,$!C)/%588,1A1?!
D)*&',! 3/%+,$! FG$$,$! $0&'1! C)$! %**,$! 7,/8)$,$! %58! 0'/,#! %**+,#,0$,$!
L,$$1$0881%$-! ',/%58! E,%$12)/1,1! 2,/-,$?! H0$! :$12)/1,$-,/! E,$G10+1! (%&'*0&',!
L,$$1$088,! JE,/! -,$! D%&'C,/'%*1B! #588! 80&'! #01! -,#! P',#,$+,E0,1! 8&')$! 0#!
O)/(,*-! %58,0$%$-,/+,8,1A1! '%E,$! )-,/! (J/! ,0$,! +51,! :$12)/1! 0$1,$80C!
/,&',/&'0,/,$?!
!"#$%#"&( 5I0( "#,"( T02+"L( -"0",( !"2,/:*0/>,+( T286:#$$",( <",p/#+/'(
=2/(\"+#,2(=2&4#+(S"0-#",/(+":*,,",1(
•! ,.))!)(#! &+)!4)%2/#%&)3&#!3+&!@#.*&!5&.)%2/#%&)M! 3&#!?5&#!EC&0+.'2+$$&)!
A&#>?*%G!

















g%&'! -,/! 3,8181,**5$+! ()/#%*,/! 5$-! 0$'%*1*0&',/! L/01,/0,$! -,/! 3/%+,$! 5$-! -,/!




H8! 25/-,! 5$1,/85&'1B! 20,! C0,*,! .)$58Q5$F1,! ,0$! 3/%+,81,**,/! (J/! -0,! +51,!
.,%$12)/15$+!8,0$,/!3/%+,!%588,1A1?!;%E,0! *%+!-0,!:$$%'#,!A5!S/5$-,B!-%88!,0$!
3/%+,81,**,/B! -,/! ,0$,! /0&'10+,! 5$-! A5(/0,-,$! 81,**,$-,! :$12)/1! ,/2%/1,1B! ,0$,!
'G',/,!:$A%'*!.)$58Q5$F1,! %*8! d.,*)'$5$+e! %588,1A1! %*8! M,#%$-B!-,/! ,8! $5/! %*8!
@,01C,/1/,0E!5$-!DQ%N!%$80,'1B!3/%+,$!E,0!<=&)8!0>!A5!81,**,$?!;,8!V,01,/,$!+%E!,8!
-0,!U51#%N5$+B! ,0$!3/%+,81,**,/B! -,/!V,/1! %5(! ,0$,!E,8)$-,/8! +51,!:$12)/1! *,+1!




FG$$1,$?! ;%E,0! *%+! -0,! :$$%'#,! A5! S/5$-,B! -%88! E,0! U,0$5$+89B! <,E,$89! 5$-!
H/(%'/5$+8(/%+,$! #,'/,/,! /0&'10+,! :$12)/1,$! C)/81,**E%/! 80$-! r! E,0! %$$6'/,$-!
+*,0&'! E*,0E,$-,/! >5%*0161?! .,0! 3%F1,$(/%+,$! -%+,+,$! 081! +/GN1,$1,0*8! $5/! ,0$,!
/0&'10+,!:$12)/1!#G+*0&'B!8)!-%88!-,#!3/%+,81,**,/!-)QQ,*1,!5$-!-%#01!#,'/(%&'!
-0,8,*E,$! /0&'10+,$! :$12)/1,$! A5+,',$?! ;0,8,! ;)QQ,*5$+,$! FG$$1,$! M,-)&'! A5!
,0$,/!0$8+,8%#1!8&'*,&'1,/,$!.,%$12)/15$+!,0$,/!3/%+,!(J'/,$B!-%!,0$!3/%+,81,**,/B!
-,/!E,/,018!-0,!,0$,!/0&'10+,!:$12)/1!,/'%*1,$!'%1B!-0,!:$12)/1,$!-,/!sg%&'%'#,/s!
2)'*!$0&'1!#,'/! %*8! $J1A*0&'! ,#Q(0$-,$!2J/-,?! "$! ,0$0+,$!36**,$!FG$$1,! ,8! %E,/!
-5/&'%58! #G+*0&'! 8,0$B! -%88! ,0$,! 3%F1,$(/%+,! #,'/(%&'! /0&'10+,! :$12)/1,$!
+,$,/0,/1?!@5#!.,08Q0,*B!2,$$!,8!80&'!5#!,0$,!%**+,#,0$,!7,/8)$,$(/%+,!'%$-,*1B!
20,! dV,/! 2%/! :*E,/1! D&'2,01A,/ke! FG$$1,$! :$12)/1,$! 20,X! sP',)*)+,sB!
sh/+,*FJ$81*,/sB! sU580F()/8&',/sB! s7'0*)8)Q's! 5$-! s:/A1s! 0$! 3/%+,! F)##,$?! "$!
-0,8,$!36**,$!FG$$1,!-0,!5$1,/8&'0,-*0&',!.,%$12)/15$+!A5!H/'G'5$+!-,/!>5%*0161!



















,/')E,$B! 0$-,#!3/%+,$!5$-!:$12)/1,$!#01!K0*(,! -,/!-,(0$0,/1,$!L/01,/0,$! 85EM,F10C!
E,5/1,0*1!25/-,$?!:$8&'*0,N,$-!,/()*+1,!,0$,!81%108108&',!:582,/15$+!-,/!;%1,$B!5#!
@58%##,$'6$+,!%5(A5A,0+,$?!
;%! @58%##,$'6$+,! -,/! ,0$A,*$,$! :$12)/19U,/F#%*,! 5$1,/,0$%$-,/! E,/,018! 0#!
.,01/%+!-,/!:/E,018+/5QQ,!A5/!:$%*=8,!-,/!:$12)/19>5%*0161!-%/+,81,**1!25/-,$!ZC+*?!
-,$! C)/,/',/0+,$! .,01/%+! 0$! -0,8,#! .%-[B! 8)**,$! '0,/! $5/! -0,! L/01,/0,$! ,/*651,/1!
2,/-,$B! -0,! 0$! -0/,F1,#!@58%##,$'%$+!#01! -,/! M,2,0*8! A5+,'G/0+,$! 3/%+,! 81,',$?!
































































g%&'!:582,/15$+! %**,/! bcb!:$12)/1,$! ,/+%E! 80&'! ,0$,! -5/&'8&'$011*0&',! 75$F1A%'*!
Q/)! 3/%+,! C)$! a_B_c! 75$F1,$?! H0$,!:$12)/1! -5/&'8&'$011*0&',/!>5%*0161!2J/-,! %*8)!





S51X! ! ! ! f__!p!n!u_!

















































:EE?^?c! A,0+1B! -%88! &%?! ,0$! ;/011,*! %**,/! 3/%+,$! F,0$,! E/%5&'E%/,$! :$12)/1,$!
+,$,/0,/,$?! :$+,80&'18! -,/! (,'*,$-,$! 45%*01%10C,$! L)$1/)**,! -,/! :$12)/1,$! 0$! -,/!












%*8! 8,'/! +51! 5$-! ]b!7/)A,$1! %*8! +51! E,2,/1,1?! D,1A1!#%$! $5$!C)/%58B! -%88! 80&'B!20,!
,0$+%$+8! ,/26'$1B! %588&'*0,N*0&'! +51,! 5$-! 8,'/! +51,! :$12)/1,$! A5/! H/+6$A5$+!








0$! :EE?! ^?f_! -%/+,81,**1,! O,/1,0*5$+?! :5((6**0+! 80$-! '0,/! C)/! %**,#! -0,! 8,'/! +51,!
>5%*0161! -,/! :$12)/1,$! 0#! .,/,0&'! d30*#,e! 5$-! -%8! +*,0&'A,010+! 8&'*,&'1,!
:E8&'$,0-,$!-,/!V088,$8&'%(18E,/,0&',?!K0,/! *0,+1! -,/! D&'*588! $%',B! -%88!.,/,0&',!
#01!')',#!%**+,#,0$,$!"$1,/,88,!Z%5&'!d3/,0A,01eB!dDQ/%&',$t<6$-,/e[!5$-!$0,-/0+,#!


















2,$0+! JE,//%8&',$-,! O,/1,0*5$+B! -0,! -,$! 3%F1,$(/%+,$! -0,! E,81,! :$12)/145%*0161!!
A5E0**0+1?! ;0,8! -J/(1,! C)/! %**,#! 0$! -,/! :/1! -,/! :$12)/1,$! E,+/J$-,1! *0,+,$B! -%!






:*8! ,/81,8! H/+,E$08! 081! %$! -0,8,/! D1,**,! %*8)! (,81A5'%*1,$B! -%88! 3/%+,$! -%$$!
E,8)$-,/8!+51,!:$12)/1,$!+,$,/0,/,$B!2,$$! 80,! ,/$81!+,#,0$1! 80$-!5$-!%*8!:$12)/1!
F,0$,!U,0$5$+!C,/*%$+,$?!P',#,$+,E0,1,!C)$!')',#!%**+,#,0$,$!"$1,/,88,!5$-!,',/!
+,/0$+,#! E,$G10+1,$! 3%&'2088,$! 8&'$,0-,$! E,88,/! %E! %*8! 8&'20,/0+,/,B! 8Q,A0,**,!
P',#,$?! 3%F1,$(/%+,$! %58! -,#! .,/,0&'! d30*#e! ,//,0&',$! 8)! %5&'! 1%186&'*0&'! 0#!
D&'$011! ,0$,! :$12)/1975$F1A%'*! C)$! uqB_u! 75$F1,$B! 26'/,$-! DQ%N(/%+,$! %58! -,#!
.,/,0&'!dV088,$8&'%(1,$e!$5/!%5(!,0$,!75$F1A%'*!C)$!b^Bfb!F)##,$?!
;0,!:/1! -,/!3/%+,!5$-!-%8!P',#%B! 0$! -,#!-0,!3/%+,!+,81,**1!25/-,B! *%88,$! %*8)!
E,/,018! ,/81,!D&'*J88,!JE,/!-0,! A5!,/2%/1,$-,!>5%*0161!-,/!:$12)/1,$!A5?!O)/!%**,#!








M,2,0*8! -,$!:$1,0*! -,/! 3/%+,$!#01! Q)8010C,/! .,2,/15$+!20-,/?!V0/-! -,/! :$1,0*! -,/!
3/%+,$B!-,/!#01!:**+,#,0$2088,$!A5!E,%$12)/1,$!081B!0$!,0$,#!P',#,$+,E0,1!#01!c_!
7/)A,$1! %$+,+,E,$B! 8)! E,-,51,1! -0,8B! -%88! -0,! 3/%+,X! dL%$$! ,0$! :$12)/1,$-,/! -0,!





















;,/!:$1,0*!-,/!3/%+,$B! (J/!-0,!DQ,A0%*2088,$!E,$G10+!20/-B! 081! 0$8+,8%#1!,W1/,#!
+,/0$+?!H0$,!:58$%'#,!E0*-,1!'0,/!-,/!.,/,0&'!dU,-0A0$tS,85$-',01eB!2%8!%E,/!$0&'1!
8)$-,/*0&'!JE,//%8&'1?!"$1,/,88%$1!081B!-%88!0#!.,/,0&'!d30*#,eB!-,#!.,/,0&'!#01!-,$!
E,81,$! :$12)/1,$B! -0,! *,0&'1,81,$! 3/%+,$! +,81,**1! 2,/-,$?! ;%A5! Q%881B! -%88! %**,!
3/%+,$B!-0,!#%$!%*8!:$(6$+,/!E,%$12)/1,$!F%$$B!0#!D&'$011!,0$,!:$12)/1975$F1A%'*!
C)$! abB_b! ,//,0&',$B! 26'/,$-! -0,! 3/%+,$! (J/! 3)/1+,8&'/011,$,! $5/! ,0$,!
:$12)/145%*0161! C)$! qqB]`! 5$-! -0,! 3/%+,$! (J/! DQ,A0%*081,$! 8)+%/! $5/! ,0$,!
:$12)/145%*0161!C)$!q]Bb^!,//,0&',$?!;,/!D&'20,/0+F,018+/%-!-,/!3/%+,!8&',0$1! %*8)!
-0/,F1,$! H0$(*588! %5(! -0,! >5%*0161! -,/! :$12)/1,$! A5! '%E,$B! %5&'! 2,$$! -0,!
Y$1,/8&'0,-,! 2,$0+,/! +/%C0,/,$-! %58(%**,$B! %*8! -%8! ,C,$15,**! A5! ,/2%/1,$! +,2,8,$!
26/,?!!
;0,8!,/F*6/1!-0,!:58$%'#,81,**5$+!-,8!.,/,0&',8!d30*#,e!E,0!-,/!:$12)/145%*0161!
0$! P,0*,$?! ;%! %**,/-0$+8! %5&'! -,/! .,/,0&'! dV088,$8&'%(1,$e! $5/! /,*%10C! ,0$(%&',!
3/%+,$!%5(2,081B!#J88,$!$,E,$!-,/!D&'20,/0+F,01!-,/!3/%+,!%5&'!%$-,/,!3%F1)/,$!20,!
A5#!.,08Q0,*!-%8!"$1,/,88,!%#!P',#%!-,/!3/%+,!,0$,!I)**,!8Q0,*,$?!
D1,**1! #%$! -,$! D&'20,/0+F,018+/%-! 0$! :E'6$+0+F,01! C)$! -,/! 3/%+,$9:/1! -%/B! 8)!
*6881! 80&'! -0,! )E,$! +,2)$$,$,! H/F,$$1$08! $0&'1! E,81610+,$! ZC+*?! :EE?! ^?fb[?! ;0,!
O,/1,0*5$+! A,0+1! A2%/B! -%88! -0,! 45%*01%10C! ,',/! 8&'*,&'1,/! E,%$12)/1,1,$!
U,0$5$+8(/%+,$! %5&'! -,$! 'G&'81,$! D&'20,/0+F,018+/%-! %5(2,08,$B! -0,! 45%*01%10C!
-,51*0&'!E,88,/!E,%$12)/1,1,$!3%F1,$(/%+,$!2,08,$!M,-)&'!,0$,$!$%',A5!,E,$8)!')',$!















D,1A1! #%$! -,$! D&'20,/0+F,018+/%-! 0$! -0/,F1,! :E'6$+0+F,01! A5/! >5%*0161! -,/!
:$12)/1,$B!8)!A,0+1!80&'B!-%88!+51,!:$12)/1,$!A2%/!1,$-,$A0,**!,0$,$!,12%8!'G',/,$!
:$1,0*!%$!,0$(%&',$!3/%+,$!%5(2,08,$B!-,/!@58%##,$'%$+!%E,/!/,&'1!+,/0$+!081!ZC+*?!



















H0$! 2,01,/,8! %$%*=80,/1,8! U,/F#%*B! -%8! A2%/! $0&'1! 0$! -0,! .,/,&'$5$+! -,/!
:$12)/145%*0161! ,0$+,(*)88,$! 081B! %E,/! -5/&'%58! C)$! .,-,515$+! 8,0$! FG$$1,B! 081! -0,!
:$A%'*! -,/! :$12)/1,$B! -0,! Q/)! 3/%+,! +,+,E,$! 25/-,$?! D1,**1! #%$! -0,! :$A%'*! -,/!
:$12)/1,$!5$-!-0,!:$12)/145%*0161!(J/!-0,!,0$A,*$,$!P',#,$!-%/!ZC+*?!:EE?!^?f^[B!8)!
80,'1! #%$B! -%88! 80&'! -0,! :$A%'*! -,/! :$12)/1,$! ,',/! %$10Q/)Q)/10)$%*! A5/!
:$12)/145%*0161! C,/'6*1?! ;0,8,/! @58%##,$'%$+! 081! A2%/! 8,'/! 8&'2%&'! %58+,Q/6+1B!
%E,/! 1/)1A-,#! *6881! 80&'! (,81'%*1,$B! -%88! -0,!>5%*0161! -,/!:$12)/1,$! E,0! 3/%+,$!#01!
C0,*,$!:$12)/1,$! 1,$-,$A0,**! 8&'*,&'1,/! 081! %*8! E,0! 3/%+,$B! %5(! -0,! $5/! 2,$0+!Y8,/!
%$12)/1,$?!H0$!O,/+*,0&'!#01!:EE0*-5$+!^?f`!A,0+1B!-%88!-,/!D&'20,/0+F,018+/%-!-,/!
3/%+,!F,0$,$!-0/,F1,$!H0$(*588!%5(!-0,!:$A%'*!-,/!:$12)/1,$!'%1?!
"$$,/'%*E! -,/! P',#,$! +,$,/0,/,$! 3/%+,$! %58! -,#! P',#,$E,/,0&'!












%58#%&',$B! +,$,/0,/,$! %#! 2,$0+81,$! :$12)/1,$! Q/)! 3/%+,! ZC+*?! :EE?! ^?fq[?! ;0,!
%5(+,81,**1,! K=Q)1',8,B! E,0! 3%F1,$(/%+,$B! %*8)! E,0! 3/%+,$! #01! #,081! $5/! ,0$,/!
:$12)/1#G+*0&'F,01B!FG$$1,!-0,!:$A%'*!-,/!:$12)/1,$!+,/0$+,/!8,0$B!8&',0$1!80&'!'0,/!
A5! E,2%'/',01,$?! S/5$-! '0,/(J/! FG$$1,! 8,0$B! -%88! 80&'! E,0! $5/! ,0$,/!



















-%88! -0,! P',#,$! #01! ')',/! :$12)/145%*0161! 0#! D&'$011! 2,$0+,/! .)$58Q5$F1,! Q/)!
3/%+,! %5(2,08,$?! ;0,! :$A%'*! -,/! .)$58Q5$F1,! C,/'6*1! 80&'! -%E,0! 1,0*2,08,! 8)+%/!
%$10Q/)Q)/10)$%*! A5/! :$12)/145%*0161?! ;0,8! A,0+1! 80&'! C)/! %**,#! 0#! P',#,$E,/,0&'!








;0,!:$A%'*! -,/! %58+,8,1A1,$!.)$58Q5$F1,! 8&',0$1! ,/81%5$*0&',/2,08,! %*8)! F,0$,!












A5! 8%##,*$?! D)**1,! -0,8,! K=Q)1',8,! A51/,((,$B! #J881,! 80&'! %E,/! ,0$,! L)//,*%10)$!
A208&',$! -,/! :$A%'*! -,/! :$12)/1,$! Q/)! 3/%+,! 5$-! -,/! KG',! -,/! .)$58Q5$F1,!
,/+,E,$?!:EE0*-5$+!^?fu!A,0+1B!-%88!,0$,!8)*&',!L)//,*%10)$!$0&'1!E,81,'1?!H0$,!%$-,/,!
H/F*6/5$+! 26/,B! -%88! 3/%+,81,**,/! (J/! 8&'20,/0+,! :$12)/1,$! 1,$-,$A0,**! #,'/!
.)$58Q5$F1,!%588,1A,$B!-0,8,!3/%+,$!C)$!-,$!Y8,/$!0#!;5/&'8&'$011!%E,/!8&'*,&'1,/!
E,%$12)/1,1! 2,/-,$?! K0,/%5(! 2J/-,! %5&'! -,/! -,51*0&'! %$10Q/)Q)/10)$%*,!
@58%##,$'%$+! A208&',$! .)$58Q5$F1,$! 5$-! :$12)/145%*0161! E,0! 3/%+,$! %58! -,#!
.,/,0&'! d30*#,e! '0$-,51,$?! ;0,! $,+%10C,! :5820/F5$+! -,/! .)$58Q5$F1,! %5(! -0,!
:$12)/145%*0161B! EA2?! -,/! @58%##,$'%$+! A208&',$! .)$58Q5$F1,$! 5$-!
:$12)/145%*0161!26/,!%E,/!$)&'!$6',/!A5!5$1,/85&',$?!
;,51*0&',/!081!-,/!@58%##,$'%$+!A208&',$!-,/!:$A%'*!-,/!.)$58Q5$F1,!5$-!-,/!
:$A%'*! -,/! Q)8010C,$! .,2,/15$+,$B! -0,! -0,! :$12)/1,$! A5! ,0$,/! 3/%+,! 0$8+,8%#1!
E,F)##,$?! K0,/! (J'/,$! ')',! .)$58Q5$F1,! )((,$80&'1*0&'! A5! C0,*,$! S519
.,2,/15$+,$?!;0,!,W1/,#!')',!:$A%'*!-,/!.)$58Q5$F1,!0#!.,/,0&'!-,/!DQ%N(/%+,$B!
-0,!(J/!-,$!$0&'1!,/$81!+,#,0$1,$!T'%/%F1,/!-0,8,/!3/%+,$!8Q/0&'1B!F%$$!-,$!V,/1!-,/!
Q)8010C,$! .,2,/15$+,$! %**,/-0$+8! $0&'1! 0$! +*,0&',#! U%N,! 81,0+,/$?! V%/5#! -0,8,/!
@58%##,$'%$+! A208&',$! -,/! :$A%'*! -,/! S519.,2,/15$+,$! 5$-! -,/! KG',! -,/!









g,E,$! -,#! @58%##,$'%$+! A208&',$! S519.,2,/15$+,$! 5$-! -,/! :$A%'*! -,/!
.)$58Q5$F1,!081!%5&'!-,/!@58%##,$'%$+!A208&',$!-,/!:$A%'*!-,/!S519.,2,/15$+,$!




A5/! .,810##5$+! +51,/! :$12)/1,$! A5! 8,0$?! ;0,8,/! H0$-/5&F! 20/-! -5/&'! :EE0*-5$+!
^?fc!$)&'!C,/816/F1?!K0,/!A,0+1!80&'B!-%88!80&'!-0,!:$A%'*!-,/!+51,$!.,2,/15$+,$! 0$!
:E'6$+0+F,01! C)$! -,/! :/1! -,/! 3/%+,! ,',/! %$10Q/)Q)/10)$%*! A5/! 1%186&'*0&',$!
:$12)/145%*0161! C,/'6*1?!;0,8,8!H/+,E$08!20/-! -%E,0! $%1J/*0&'! -5/&'!-,$! A5!S/5$-,!









:E'6$+0+F,01! C)$! -,/! Y8,/9.,2,/15$+B! 8)$-,/$! C)/! %**,#! %5(! S/5$-! ,0$,/! -5/&'!
5$%E'6$+0+,!7/)E%$-,$!C)/+,$)##,$,$!.,2,/15$+!,0$)/-$,1?!!
H0$,! +51,! .,2,/15$+! 081! %*8)! F,0$! +,,0+$,1,8! "$-0A! (J/! ,0$,! +51,! :$12)/1?! "#!
S,+,$1,0*! 8&',0$1! ,0$,! +51,! .,2,/15$+! C)/! %**,#! E,0! -,$! 3%F1,$(/%+,$! 5$-! -,$!
U,0$5$+8(/%+,$!,',/!%5(!,0$,!+,/0$+,/,!>5%*0161!-,/!:$12)/1,$!'0$A52,08,$?!;0,8,/!





















D1,**1! #%$! -0,! >5%*0161! -,/! ()/#%*,$! U,/F#%*,! 0$! :E'6$+0+F,01! C)$! -,/!








P,$-,$A0,**! ,/8&',0$1! ,8! A2%/! 8)B! -%88! ,0$,! +51,! S/%##%10F! A5#0$-,81! ,0$,!
8&'*,&'1,! :$12)/1! 5$2%'/8&',0$*0&',/! #%&'1B! ,0$! L/01,/05#! A5/! .,5/1,0*5$+! -,/!
>5%*0161! ,0$,/! 3/%+,! *6881! 80&'! 8)! %E,/! 80&',/*0&'! $0&'1! %E*,01,$?! :5&'! -0,!
I,&'18&'/,0E5$+!'%1!)((,$80&'1*0&'!F,0$,$!H0$(*588!%5(!-0,!:$12)/145%*0161?!!
:**,/-0$+8! *6881! 80&'! ,0$! @58%##,$'%$+! A208&',$! -,/! ()/#%*,$! >5%*0161! ,0$,/!
3/%+,! %*8! S%$A,8! 5$-! -,/! :$12)/145%*0161! 0$! :E'6$+0+F,01! C)#! P',#%! -,/! 3/%+,!
A5#0$-,81! %$8%1A2,08,! ,/F,$$,$! ZC+*?! :EE?! ^?]f[?! ;0,8! 20/-! C)/! %**,#! 0$! -,$!




081! -%C)$! %58A5+,',$B! -%88! ,0$! Y8,/B! 2,$$! ,/! -0,! 3/%+,! C,/81%$-,$! '%1B! E,0! ,0$,/!
()/#%*! 8&'*,&'1! +,81%*1,1,$! 3/%+,! +,$%58)! dF*5+e! 5$-! /0&'10+! %$12)/1,$! -J/(1,B!20,!
E,0!,0$,/!()/#%*!8,'/!+51!+,81%*1,1,$!3/%+,?!
V,01,/'0$! 081! (,81A581,**,$B! -%88! -0,! ()/#%*,$! U,/F#%*,! E,0! 3/%+,$! %58! -,#!
.,/,0&'! dDQ/%&',$t<6$-,/e! -,51*0&'! E,88,/! 80$-! %*8! A5#! .,08Q0,*! 0#! .,/,0&'!
dT)#Q51,/!i!P,&'$08&',8e?!!
"$1,/,88%$1!081!%5&'!-,/!/,*%10C!-,51*0&',!@58%##,$'%$+!A208&',$!-,/!>5%*0161!-,/!
()/#%*,$! U,/F#%*,! 5$-! -,/! :$A%'*! -,/! :$12)/1,$?! h((,$80&'1*0&'! +,$,/0,/,$! +51!
+,81%*1,1,!3/%+,$!#,'/!:$12)/1,$!%*8!3/%+,$!#01!()/#%*,$!U6$+,*$?!;0,8!0#Q*0A0,/1!
















7)8010C! %$A5#,/F,$! 081! 0$8+,8%#1! -0,! -5/&'+,',$-! ')',! ()/#%*,! >5%*0161! -,/!




V,*&',! 0$'%*1*0&',$! L/01,/0,$! 80$-! 2,8,$1*0&'! (J/! ,0$,! +51,! 3/%+,k! ;0,8,! 3/%+,!
C,/85&',$!20/!#01!-,/!()*+,$-,$!:582,/15$+!A5!E,%$12)/1,$!ZC+*?!:EE?!^?]][?!H0$0+,!
IJ&F8&'*J88,! *%88,$! 80&'!'0,/! %5(!-,$! ,/81,$!.*0&F! (,8181,**,$?!@5#!,0$,$! 8,$F1! -,/!









3/%+,$!E,0!:$12)/1,$!5$1,/8&'0,-*0&',/!>5%*0161?!V0,! %5&'! 8&')$!E,0! -,$! ()/#%*,$!
L/01,/0,$!8&',0$1!-0,!:$12)/145%*0161!C)$!-,/!S,81%*15$+!-,/!3/%+,!F%5#!%EA5'6$+,$?!
g5/! 0$'%*1*0&',! U,/F#%*,B! -0,! -%8! O,/81,',$! -,/! 3/%+,! ,/8&'2,/,$! )-,/! A5! ,0$,/!





















h/-$,1! #%$! -0,! :58Q/6+5$+! -,/! 5$1,/8&'0,-*0&',$! L/01,/0,$! -,$! C,/8&'0,-,$,$!
3/%+,%/1,$!A5B!8)!E,81610+1!80&'!,/$,51!-0,!')',!>5%*0161!-,/!3%F1,$(/%+,$!ZC+*?!:EE?!
^?]b[?!:5((6**0+! 081!'0,/!%5&'!$)&'!,0$#%*B!-%88!(%81!%588&'*0,N*0&'!3%F1,$(/%+,$!$5/!
,0$,! :$12)/1! A5*%88,$?! @5! -0,8,/! .,810##1',01! -,/! 3/%+,%/1! Q%881! %5&'B! -%88! -0,!
:58(J'/5$+8E)W! E,0! -,$! 3%F1,$(/%+,$! %#! 2,$0+81,$! +,E/%5&'1! 20/-?! :5&'! -,/!





:$(6$+*0&'! '%E,$! 20/! -0,! 3/%+,! +,81,**1B! 0$20,2,01! 80&'! 3/%+,$! %58! <=&)8! 0>! A5/!











3%F1,$(/%+,$! 5$-! <,E,$8(/%+,$! 80$-! A2%/! C)$! *,0&'1! 5$1,/8&'0,-*0&',/! >5%*0161B!
2,08,$! %E,/! 0$8+,8%#1! ,0$,!'G',/,!>5%*0161! %5(?!S,$,/,**! 81,**1! 80&'! %E,/!-0,!3/%+,B!
20,! #%$! -0,! 3/%+,%/1! %51)#%108&'! ,/#011,*$! 8)**B! 8)! -%88! -0,8! $0&'1! ,0$A0+,8!
Y$1,/8&',0-5$+8#,/F#%*! 8,0$! F%$$?!K0,/! 80$-! 1,&'$08&',!S/,$A,$! +,8,1A1B! -0,! ,0$,!
F)#Q*,11,! Y$1,/8&',0-5$+! $%&'! -,/! 3/%+,%/1! C,/'0$-,/$?! P/)1A-,#! 081! ,8! 80$$C)**B!
E,C)/A5+1! %5(! 3%F1,$(/%+,$! A5/J&F! A5! +/,0(,$?! H0$,! UG+*0&'F,01! -0,8,! A5!





,0$,/! ',/FG##*0&',$! D5&',! 80$-B! -%! 80&'! -0,8,! #,081! A5(/0,-,$81,**,$-! JE,/!
%*+)/01'#08&',! D5&',$! E,%$12)/1,$! *%88,$?! "$1,/,88%$1,/! (J/! -,$! Y8,/! 26/,! -%',/!
C0,**,0&'1! +,/%-,! ,0$,! :582%'*! -,/! F)$1/)C,/8! -08F510,/1,$! 3/%+,$! 5$-! -,/!
Q,/8G$*0&',$!U,0$5$+,$B! 5#! ,0$,! %$-,/,!:/1! -,/! 3/%+,$9.,%$12)/15$+! %$A5E0,1,$?!
K0,/!#J881,!#%$!%E,/!,0$,!,12%8!+,/0$+,/,!>5%*0161!-,/!3/%+,$!0$!L%5(!$,'#,$?!;0,8!
81,**1!,0$,!S/5$-8%1A,$18&',0-5$+!-%/B!-0,!C)$!5$8!8)!$0&'1!E,%$12)/1,1!2,/-,$!F%$$?!
H0$! 2,01,/,8! L/01,/05#! 081! -%8! P',#%! -,/! 3/%+,?! V0/! '%E,$! +,A,0+1B! -%88! -0,!
:$12)/145%*0161! 0$!P',#,$!C)$!%**+,#,0$,#B! (/,0A,01*0&',#!"$1,/,88,!%#!E,81,$! 081?!!
;,#,$18Q/,&',$-!8)**1,$!E,C)/A5+1!3/%+,$!%58!-0,8,$!.,/,0&',$!C,/2,$-,1!2,/-,$B!
26'/,$-! .,/,0&',B! -0,! ,0$! 8Q,A0,**,8! 3%&'2088,$! ,/()/-,/$B! %58+,F*%##,/1! 2,/-,$!
8)**1,$?! 7%88,$-! -%A5! '%E,$! 20/! +,A,0+1B! -%88! 3/%+,$B! -0,! #01! $)/#%*,#!
:**+,#,0$2088,$! A5! E,%$12)/1,$! 80$-B! 1,$-,$A0,**! -0,! ,12%8! E,88,/,$! :$12)/1,$!
+,$,/0,/,$?! ;%! -0,8! %E,/! A208&',$! -,$! ,0$A,*$,$! 3/%+,%/1,$! 5$-! P',#,$! C%/00,/1B!
*6881!80&'!'0,/%58!F,0$!20/F*0&'!+,,0+$,1,8!L/01,/05#!%E*,01,$?!







V,01,/,!L/01,/0,$B! -0,! ,0$,! 3/%+,! -0845%*0(0A0,/,$B! 80$-! ,',/!U,/F#%*,B! -0,! 80&'!
-0/,F1! %5(! -,/! <=&)8! 0>97*%11()/#! %E*,8,$! *%88,$! 5$-! -0,! 80&'! -%',/! +51! A5! ,0$,/!
%51)#%108&',$!D,*,F10)$!-,/!3/%+,$!,0+$,$?!H0$!"$-0A!(J/!45%*01%10C!8&'*,&'1,!3/%+,$!
80$-! 8)! 0$1,/,88%$1,/!V,08,! $%&'! 5$8,/,/!Y$1,/85&'5$+! ,0$,! ')',!:$A%'*! Q)8010C,/!
.,2,/15$+,$!5$-!,0$,!')',!:$A%'*!%58+,8,1A1,/!.)$58Q5$F1,B!2)E,0!-0,!:$A%'*!-,/!
Q)8010C,$! .,2,/15$+,$! 0$! P,0*,$! C)$! -,/! :$A%'*! -,/! .)$58Q5$F1,! %E'6$+1?! ;0,!
L)//,*%10)$!A208&',$!-,/!:$A%'*!-,/!%58+,8,1A1,$!.)$58Q5$F1,!5$-!-,/!>5%*0161!-,/!
:$12)/1,$! 8)20,! -,/! :$A%'*! -,/! Q)8010C,$! .,2,/15$+,$! 5$-! -,/! >5%*0161! -,/!
:$12)/1,$!081!%*8)!1,$-,$A0,**!$,+%10C?!
@58%##,$+,(%881! F%$$! %*8)! +,8%+1! 2,/-,$B! -%88! ,0$,! 3/%+,B! -0,! 80&'! A5/!
H/+6$A5$+! ,0$,/! ',/FG##*0&',$! D5&',! ,0+$,1B! %58! ,0$,#! P',#,$+,E0,1! 81%##,$!



























•! O,/A0&'1,$! D0,! %5(! M,+*0&',! Q/)C)F%10C,! V)/12%'*! )-,/! ,0$,$! Q/)C)F%10C,$!
T'%/%F1,/! 0'/,/! 3/%+,?! .,*,0-0+5$+,$! )-,/! :$+/0((,! %5(! 7,/8)$,$! )-,/! S/5QQ,$!
80$-!$0&'1!$5/!5$,/2J$8&'1B!8)$-,/$!(J'/,$!%5&'!,',/!A5!8&'*,&'1,$!:$12)/1,$?!
•! 3)/#5*0,/,$! D0,! "'/,! 3/%+,! *)+08&'?! 3/%+,$! )'$,! 0$$,/,! <)+0F! 2,/-,$! -,51*0&'!
G(1,/!8,'/!8&'*,&'1!E,%$12)/1,1!%*8!*)+08&'!()/#5*0,/1,!3/%+,$?!
•! :&'1,$! D0,! -%/%5(B! -%88! -,/! D0$$! "'/,/! 3/%+,! -,$! %$-,/,$! U01+*0,-,/$! -,/!
T)##5$01=!8)()/1!F*%/!20/-?!
•! D,0,$! D0,! 8Q%/8%#! #01! .)$58Q5$F1,$?! :5&'! E,0! E,8)$-,/8! 8&'20,/0+,$! 3/%+,$!
(J'/1!,0$,!')',!:$A%'*!.)$58Q5$F1,!$0&'1!A5!,0$,/!E,88,/,$!:$12)/1?!!!
!







5$-!:$12)/1,$! %5(A,0+,$?! H0$0+,! L)//,*%10)$,$! 2%/,$! -%E,0! /,&'1! -,51*0&'B! %$-,/,!
,',/!8&'2%&'!5$-!,0$0+,!-,/!,/')((1,$!@58%##,$'6$+,!F)$$1,$!8)!%5&'!$0&'1!E,*,+1!
2,/-,$?! O)/! %**,#! @58%##,$'6$+,! A208&',$! 0$'%*1*0&',$! 5$-! ()/#%*,$! L/01,/0,$!
5$-!-,/!:$12)/145%*0161!*0,N,$!80&'!$5/!8&'2,/!%5(A,0+,$?!\E,//%8&',$-!081B!-%88!80&'!
-0,! ()/#%*,$! L/01,/0,$! A2%/! 0$8+,8%#1! 8&'2%&'! %5(! -0,! >5%*0161! -,/! :$12)/1,$!
%5820/F,$B! 8&'*,&'1,! 3)/#%*0,$! -0,! <=&)8! 0>9Y8,/! %E,/! $0&'1! 20/F*0&'! C)#!
.,%$12)/1,$!,0$,/!3/%+,!%EA5'%*1,$!8&',0$,$?!;%(J/!,$18Q/0&'1!-%8!0$!%**,$!.,/,0&',$!
+51,!:E8&'$,0-,$!-,/!3%F1,$(/%+,$!5$8,/,$!H/2%/15$+,$?!
H0$! 0$1,/,88%$1,/! :$8%1AQ5$F1! (J/! 2,01,/,! Y$1,/85&'5$+,$! E0,1,1! -0,! 3/%+,B!
2%/5#!-0,!:$12)/145%*0161! E,0! 3/%+,$B! -0,! F%5#!3%&'2088,$! E,$G10+,$B! %#! E,81,$!











E,88,/! E,%$12)/1,1! 2,/-,$! FG$$,$! %*8! C)$! ,0$A,*$,$! HWQ,/1,$! 5$-! )E! 5#+,F,'/1!
,0$A,*$,!HWQ,/1,$!#01!8Q,A0,**,/,$!3/%+,$!E,88,/!5#+,',$!FG$$,$!%*8!-0,!U%88,?!
;5/&'! ,0$,! -,51*0&',! H/'G'5$+! -,8! D10&'Q/)E,$5#(%$+8! 5$-! ,0$,! $)&'! (,0$,/,!
:5(8Q%*15$+! -,/! ,0$A,*$,$! L/01,/0,$! 5$-! P',#,$F%1,+)/0,$! FG$$1,! ,0$,!
2,01,/(J'/,$-,!Y$1,/85&'5$+!,0$0+,!H/+,E$088,!80&',/*0&'!$)&'!C,/10,(,$-!-%/81,**,$?!
;0,8,!:$%*=8,! 081! -%',/! ,',/! %*8! ,/81,/!\E,/E*0&F! 5$-! %*8!:$/,0A! (J/! 10,(,/+,',$-,B!
8Q,A0,**,/,!Y$1,/85&'5$+,$!A5!C,/81,',$?!P/)1A-,#!')((,$!20/B!-%88!-0,!H/+,E$088,!
80&'!E,0!A5FJ$(10+,$!H$18&',0-5$+,$!5$-!O,/E,88,/5$+,$!%$!-,/!<=&)8!0>97*%11()/#!
%*8!$J1A*0&'!,/2,08,$!FG$$1,$?!!
!
!
